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Abstract
The origins of the concept of benchmarking show us the reason for its popularity primarily under
the pressures of rapid internationalization in a wider context. The international competitiveness,
the ‘movement’ for qualities, and the rapid growth of information technology, which has made
sophisticated data collection possible, were usually identified as main economic and social impacts on the practice’s implementation.
Even the main key activities of the European Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
(ENQA) are training and advisory support, this paper aim is to analyze the network's other tasks
such as dissemination of general information, experiences, and good practices.
How is it possible to transfer the best practices and techniques across institutions and across cultures efficiently and rapidly? Evaluation for accreditation purposes has been used in some Eastern
European countries, such as Croatia, to determine the minimum level of degree programs. This
paper summarizes policy recommendations made by European evaluation experts.
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Introduction
For all national higher education systems currently participated in the European University Association (EUA), the European Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) serves
as an agency for promotion of European co-operation in the field of quality assurance in higher
education. According to the regulations amended by the Board November 2005, the ENQA’s objectives should encourage and develop different evaluation, co-operation, and quality assurance
processes in order to establish the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Quality assurance
agencies of the Bologna process signatory states are invited to participate in this process.
As a membership organization with the mission to promote cooperation, exchange best practices
and stimulate the professional development, ENQA has also a political role as the advocate of the
quality assurance community in the
power game with national governments,
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As Croatia continues efforts to integrate
with the European Union, it faces the
necessity of adaptation its education
system to standards imposed by the
European University Association. Since
the sociologists analyses these activities
of performance as deeply embedded in
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functioning of the ‘‘evaluative’’ state, there are existing also analyses of different pressures on the
higher education administrators to effectively respond to the performance-based state agendas for
public institutions.
The first evaluation procedure in Croatian higher education according to the Bologna process’s
requirements (held in 2005) predicted both national and international assessment and included a
number of institutions and individuals, of whom all are engaged in enhancing the quality of
higher education. The mixture of internal and external benchmarking was supported by European
experts as well as it’s stressed out like a need to optimize the impact of structural change on curricula in order to introduce the innovative teaching and learning processes.

The Models of Organizational Behavior
Universities are complex systems with diversified interests that usually do not lend themselves to
the rational modeling found in the contemporary sociology. Furthermore, given collegial traditions favoring shared governance and consensus, it has been difficult to establish the (individual)
preferences to modeling the internal as well as the external processes of the quality assessment.
Recent educational theoretical approaches as well as specific (higher) education researches use
different, sometimes quite opposite, models and methods in order to examine parts of education
reform as a function of a systemic process. The main model of organizational behavior that leads
to understand the dynamics complex systems is the multidimensional dynamic model (MDM)
usually used with one of the dimensions:
•
•
•

bureaucratic,
collegium, or
symbolic dimension.

As Pusser (2003) pointed out, the multidimensional dynamic model of organizational behavior is
one of the fundamental analytical frameworks in higher education research. The model varies
somewhat in the number of dimensions incorporated, ranging from Baldridge’s original three dimensions (bureaucratic, collegial, and political) through Bolman and Deal’s four-cornered frame
(structural, human resource, political, and symbolic) to Birnbaum’s five dimensions (bureaucratic, collegial, political, anarchical, and cybernetic). What these models have in common is that
each of these iterations has incorporated the political dimension developed by Baldridge, known
as the Baldridge criteria.
The bureaucratic dimension is essentially the rational, goal-driven model developed in the work
of Max Weber. The central elements of the Weberian bureaucratic frame are an efficient organizational process; formal, hierarchical administrative structures; well-delineated institutional
rules; and a similarly well-defined division of labor. The bureaucratic frame relies on a clear distinction between personal and institutional property rights, the centrality of credentials and expertise in determining institutional hierarchies, and a focus on merit as a source of organizational
legitimacy. Organizational decision making is characterized as a process of top-down, rational
deliberation that leads to stability and legitimate administrative control.
Within the collegial dimension, organizations are viewed as entities based on collective action
and widely shared values. Decision-making is seen as a participatory, pluralist, and democratic
process within a collegium or community of scholars (Bush, 1995). Goals are shaped by collective action and guided by consensus; power and decision-making are shared throughout the organization. Following principles of the collegial frame’s establishment, conflict is a form of collegial dysfunction. It’s easy to find a solution that the Baldridge criteria found when incorporated
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a number of elements of the collegial dimension in his depiction of interest articulation in higher
education.
The third dimension, guided by the symbolic interactionists’ perspective, the symbolic dimension
stresses informal authority, with shared networks of norms, beliefs, meanings, and cultural understandings key to shaping organizational structures and processes (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). According to their famous elaboration on myths and ceremonies, organizational decisions emerge in
response to social and cultural demands for conformity to prevailing values and sources of legitimacy, as under conditions of considerable uncertainty, organizational actors rely on symbolic
action to increase institutional confidence and stability. Believes are legitimate organizational
behavior that binds the institution, and rational decisions are given down through a hierarchical
structure.
Universities are developing a unique model of organizational culture progressing from a collegium/bureaucratic organizational framework to an enterprise/corporate model. The activities of
performance are deeply embedded in the evaluative state, such Eastern European countries currently are. Like the higher education administrators worldwide have been pressured to respond to
the performance-based state agendas for public institutions, European universities cannot be isolated from the environment in which they operate.
A performance model includes also different social indicators which are, combined with broader
ideological or political mechanisms, variously characterized as a public sector reform, new public
management (in Anglo-Saxon systems) or new governance reform (other countries in the European Union). The foundation of structural changes extends beyond any ideological reform or political impact on public-sector institutions:
Although Europe has come up with various national evaluation solutions,
there are some common features: all encompass self-evaluation conducted by
the higher education institutions themselves, as well as a visit of an external
review team who utilise self-evaluation documents and interviews, and a final
report (Hämäläinen, Pehu-Voima, & Valhén, 2001, p.6).
In the well known models of performance currently held in European academic and research areas, accountability and service improvement are usually taken as common goals. Among traditionally different organized education systems, and specifically targeted ones on various levels of
the internal organization and management of it, several (listed bellow) are often represented as
common to all:
•
•
•
•

stimulation of internal and external institutions’ competition;
verification of the quality of new or re-formed institutions;
assignation of institutional status (university/non-university, academic/non-academic etc.);
justification’s transfer from the state authority to an institutional level (or: the authority’s
decentralization), and
• facilitation of international comparisons and quality assessment.
Brennan concluded that the particular combination of goals depends on specific national contexts
and the balance within them of accountability, markets, and trust (Brennan, 1999). On the basis of
the analyses taken in 1990’s, Brennan reports that while impacts are conditioned by the nature of
the individual institution and the distribution of authority in the HE system, performance mechanisms appear to have raised the profile of teaching and learning in HE institutions. He found that
overall impact is increased when the mechanisms gain the legitimacy at the faculty level, and that
increased centralization and managerialism is characteristic at the institutional level.
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The Contexts of Institutional Evaluation
Various subjects in higher education, starting from the governments, national associations/ committees, universities and universities’ associations (including the Rectors’ conferences and academic leaders workshops), and institutional leaders in particular are all, in a ways, interested in
obtaining data for international comparative analyses into the scale of resources made available to
universities and the efficiency of the latter in fulfilling their basic commitments.
The European University Association (EUA) established more constructive approach’s comparisons at international level using the benchmarking as a technical tool to ensure that findings can
be meaningfully compared. These EUA’s approach, followed by the General Report 2003-2005
from the Follow-up Group and The Council of Europe - the National Unions of Students in
Europe’s (ESIB) report “Bologna with Students Eyes”, focused on quality assurance as the systematic introduction of internal mechanisms and their direct correlation to external quality assurance (“The European higher education area,” 2005).
Any statistical indicator used for comparative purposes should thus be selected only after a detailed assessment of the present situation in the institutions concerned has been performed and in
such a way as to ensure they are as representative as possible.

Dimensions of Benchmarking
At the Conference of European Ministers Responsible for Higher Education held in Bergen, 1920 May 2005, the ENQA’s standards and guidelines for quality assurance (based on the proposal
from the Expert Group’s Workshop from 2002) were again confirmed. (The European Commission supported the establishment of the European Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (further: ENQA), which became operational in 2000. ENQA is a membership organization
with the mission to promote cooperation, exchange best practices and stimulate the professional
development of its members and their personnel. But, it undoubtedly also has a political role as
the advocate of the quality assurance community in the power game with national governments,
institutions and their organizations and the European Commission. Today, ENQA has 36 members from 21 European countries.)
The confirmation underlined the importance of cooperation between “nationally recognized agencies with a view to enchasing the mutual recognition of accreditation or quality assurance decisions” (“The European higher education area,” 2005).
The ENQA’s standards are based on three related dimensions of benchmarking in higher education:
1. national or international;
2. internal or external, and
3. benchmarking concentrated either on the process itself or on the output, or both.
National benchmarking in its “pure” form includes e.g. the establishment of subject benchmarks
for programs offered within the context of the higher education (present accreditation procedures
in Croatian higher education). There is also the social dimension included in the national benchmarking standards mostly accessible trough different government’s measures for helping students, especially from socially disadvantaged groups (guidance, counseling etc.). In the Bergen
Communiqué Ministers pointed out – among others – implementation of the national frameworks
for qualification as one of the priorities for the next Ministerial Conference in 2007 (“The European higher education area,” 2005). This priority is directly correlated to the necessity of upholding the principle of public responsibility for HE in the context of complex modern societies.
The distinction between external and internal benchmarking involves at least two dimensions:
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a) where the initiative was taken by and agency external to those being evaluated, and
b) the extent to which the project involves external partners.
The internal elements like self-evaluation or self-assessment, however, are not included in the
evaluation process of external partners. It’s of an importance to highlight that four categories
have been identified by Alstete (1995). The categories are based upon the voluntary and proactive
participation of institutions. They represent an extended strategic approach to the basic distinctive
classification between internal and external type of benchmarking. Alstete observes that “benchmarking can help overcome resistance to change that can be very strong in conservative organizations, such as colleges and universities, that have had little operational change in many years”
(Alstete, 1995, p.25). An internal-external relation can be extended to subsequent types:
1. Internal benchmarking in which comparisons are made of the performance of different departments, campuses or sites within a university in order to identify best practice in the institution, without necessarily having an external standard against which to compare the results.
This type may be particularly appropriate to universities where a high degree of devolvement
exists to the constituent parts of the institution, where a multi-campus environment exists, or
where extensive franchise arrangements exist whereby standard programs are taught by a
number of partner colleges in different locations.
2. External competitive benchmarking where a comparison of performance in key areas is
based upon information from institutions that are seen as competitors. Although initiatives of
this kind may be potentially very valuable, and have a high level of 'face' validity amongst
decision makers, the process may be fraught with difficulty and is usually mediated by neutral
facilitators in order to ensure that confidentiality of data is maintained.
3. External collaborative benchmarking usually involves comparisons with a larger group of
institutions who are not immediate competitors. Several such initiatives are reported below,
and the methodology is usually relatively open and collaborative. Such schemes may be run
by the institutions themselves on a collective basis, although in other cases a central agency or
consultant may administer the scheme in order to ensure continuity and sufficient momentum.
Based on American experiences, Bass and Avolio (1994) suggested the organizational effectiveness improvement’s making through a transformational leadership in a way to change the organization’s operational culture as well. Successful transformational leaders, through motivating others, are frequently able to accomplish more than they had intended; it’s up to the leaders to ensure
that the university is working effectively to achieve its strategic goals, meet its accreditation standards, and realize its mission (see: Bender, 2002, pp. 115, 119).

European Practices
The European practices yet applied on higher education institutions usually involve both examples, internal and external. The mixture of internal and external benchmarking is supported from
European experts as well as it’s stressed out like a need to optimize the impact of structural
change on curricula in order to introduce the innovative teaching and learning processes (Tavenas, 2004).
All cases presented at the ENQA's workshop in 2002 included a process-oriented approach to
evaluation and benchmarking. Supported by the meaning of benchmarking as a long-term process
that is not static, these applications are to support and internal process for continuous quality improvement.
Currie, Krbec and Higgins (2005) elaborated the main principles of a continuous quality improvement based on the process-oriented approach. When quality management permeates an or-
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ganization, the strategic objectives established by senior managers will be translated into directions for all levels of the organization, and each level will develop processes to help it achieve
subsidiary objectives that are tied to the overall objectives of the organization.
Inherent in the quality management process is that individuals responsible for an outcome should
have the authority to take actions that influence changes in that outcome. This linking of responsibility with authority is called empowerment, and it encourages employees to be innovative and
responsive in addressing the organization’s objectives.
According to the ENQA, the basic principles for good benchmarking are:
• benchmarking includes an element of comparison such as a set of common criteria against

which the program/institution is assessed;
• benchmarking implies a strong element of learning and a commitment to improve one’s own

practices;
• benchmarking is an ongoing and time-consuming process that continues even after the spe-

cific project has been brought to a conclusion and which aims to contribute to continuous
improvements;
• in order to obtain the learning element in the benchmarking process, it’s important to estab-

lish internal ownership of the process among the various parties involved; and
• if ranking is a part of the benchmarking procedures, the ranking information should be on

disposition to all subjects as objectively as possible. The principle of “good ranking” involves:
- the ranking criteria known prior the self-evaluation is starting;
- precisely defined multidimensional standards applied in a way of making institutional

comparisons more unified; and
- defined possibilities/necessities of using qualitative data in order to make comparisons

culturally acceptable.
In terms of ranking, possible “cultural” disadvantage would be that the ranking’s procedure could
constrain self-critical evaluation and – in the same sense – prevent the formation of a learning
culture inside of institution/organization.

Quality Indicators and “Creative” Benchmarking
With creative benchmarking the university or the university’s department could perform comparative assessment with foreign partner or even other higher education institution. The partners
gain valuable insight into their own teaching and studying practices. Indicators that might be considered for the purpose of describing the activity and performance of universities in teaching and
research are selected by the following main criteria groups (Tavenas, 2004):
• the availability of the necessary basic data;
• the extent to which the forms of organization or activities described by these data are readily
comparable;
• the relevance of the information for potential users/educational consumers;
• the aims pursued by universities in regards to performance reporting.
In order to follow previous main criteria, their applicability to curriculum comparison and to cooperation-building could easily being evaluated. As case studies showed already, in an ideal
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situation it may lead to the establishment of study programs that adapt the best practices of both
partners (see: Currie&Krbec&Matulich, 2004). According to results of the international and intercultural mission's exchange, the authors highlited the criteria concerning to:
The fundamental criterion is how well the program fulfills the educational mission of that constituent. At the student level the mission is to allow the student
to develop skills in critical thinking, to think across disciplinary and national
boundaries, and to apply principles learned in the classroom. The educational
mission for faculty is to broaden the classroom environment beyond lecturing,
to enhance teaching skills and to learn to teach in English. The institution’s
educational mission is to broaden and modernize its curriculum, to develop a
degree of autonomy as allowed by the ministry, and to build a quality graduate
program by attracting foreign and domestic students. The government through
the Ministry of Science, Education and Sport is modernizing the higher education system in Croatia in an effort to improve the quality of education. It also
wants to encourage alternative pedagogical approaches, disseminate the use of
technology and empower local institutions to be creative within the general
educational policy of the government (Curie, Krbec, & Matulich, 2004).
Although criteria formulation depends on the aim of the creative benchmarking, developing the
methodology for international evaluation with a comparative perspective represent a significant
challenge. Even the draft set of criteria have been driven by broadness, uniformity, reference,
topicality etc., the evaluation should illustrate the commonalities and differences carrying out
from a methodology adopted by both institutions.
Based on the similar experiences, the partners should select people for the benchmarking teams.
The most important task for the teams is to build assessment matrices, which are composed of
questions needed for the bilateral comparison work. The matrices represent qualitative questionnaires on the organization of teaching, curriculum, teaching methods and quality assessment (if
exist). They can also represent a different cultural approach to subjects of assessment.

Recommendations
Despite the majority of positive recommendations for using benchmarking and successful examples of its current use, there are critics of its applicability to higher education. The stated objections include the belief that benchmarking is merely a strategy for marginally improving existing
processes, that it is applicable only to administrative processes (or only to teaching practices), is a
euphemism for copying, is lacking innovation, or that it can expose institutional weaknesses as
described by Alstete (1995).
But, raising or shaping the “culture of evidence” should be seen as a long-term activity for establishing the empirical basis for the quality culture of a higher education institution. “As it relates to
institutional quality culture, the culture of evidence is that habit required in a HE institution and
based on clear ethical values, principles, and rules, which consists of the self-evaluation of its
learning outcome, engaging the teaching staff and the academic administration in a thoughtful,
regular collection, selection, and use of relevant institutional performance indicators” (UNESCOCEPES, 2004, p. 33-34).
The final goal of the present reform processes in the countries - usually called as «new comers»
(to the community of the European Union member states) - is an establishment of the best
practice as a superior method, which is in the same shape an innovative process for every national HE system. Because the best practice doesn’t necessarily represent an absolute pattern, the
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application of it is continuous improvement activity toward the achievement of established quality standards of each institution.
In the context of the growing diversity and expected level of quality of higher education, the
translation of academic quality into standards/indicators has become much more complex than it
was expected previously. The list of standards is composed by reality-based components and potentiality-focused ones, and it should also include a definition of the responsibilities of the bodies
and institutions involved. According to the Act on Scientific Activity and Higher Education (accepted in July 2003, with a number amendments added in July and November 2004), the Ministry
of Science, Education and Sport (MSES) Republic of Croatia, the National Council for Higher
Education, the Agency for Science and Higher Education, the Croatian Rectors’ Conference, and
students’ associations are the bodies responsible for the process of accreditation and quality assurance procedures for HE institutions in Croatia.
The question that rises from above classifications and methodological framework should be: how
to implement effective assessment process that areas needing a mere adjustment can be identified
and addressed? Experts are agreed that administrative practices must be in place to accommodate
the continuous evaluation of an organization’s structure and procedures applied in it. Learning
what needs to be changed is one of the most challenging aspects of making institutional improvements.

Conclusion
Benchmarking is more than just collecting data. It involves adapting a new approach of continually questioning how processes are performed, seeking out best practices, and implementing new
models of operation. In this sense, benchmarking is a tool of innovative (administrative) practice
that leads to the organization’s innovation.
In the processes of the quality assurance’s shaping, and with the main purpose of a final increasing of the public effectiveness, every public sector institution (and the institution belonging to the
higher education sector) should define starting methodological points of the SMART strategy for
managing the quality of “educational services” (S= specific, M= measurable, A= achievable, R=
relevant i T= timed, in: Flynn, 2002, p. 215).
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